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This is The Amazing Spider-Man introduces readers ages 4-6 to the world of Marvel's most popular

Super-Hero, Peter Parker, otherwise known as the amazing Spider-Man! The Marvel Heroes of

Reading line of early readers is designed to offer reluctant readers, specifically boys, books that

they will want to read by featuring characters they love. The series is broken into three levels that

invoke the rigorous training courses their favorite Marvel heroes must engage in to perfect their

super powers. In reading this series, boys will prefect their own power to read.
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Our almost three-year-old grandson is enamored withSpiderman, superheroes, and dinosaurs. He

loves havingthis book read to him and is now picking out words aswe read to him. It is a good

purchase for toddlers andpre-schoolers.

My son loves this book. He is 5 and can read pretty well for a beginner. He knows his helper words

and 3 letter words really well. I bought this thinking it was a book for beginners because that's what

the "#1 Step into reading" I thought meant. Unfortunately it is more advanced than that. If you are



looking for a book for SUPER beginners, this book is not for you. I did give it 4 stars still because it

is still a great book and my son will eventually be able to read it, I just misunderstood. It's not super

informative.

This is pretty good. It is written for very young readers who are reading themselves so there are

very short sentences. I really like the pictures.

My 4-year-old son loves spiderman and books, so when I saw this book/comic at such a low price, I

immediately jumped on it. Great decision!The book has a total of 30 "useful" pages, each of them

with some scene from Peter's life and a couple of very simple sentences. For example, some of the

text in the pages is:- Page 4-5: "Peter lives in Queens. Queens is in New York City."- Page 14-15:

"Peter has a super secret.", "He has a costume."- Page 24: "Spider-Man can climb up walls."And so

on.Now, I do find this book focus mostly on Peter's life, and not so much on Spiderman as a

superhero. There are only 6 pages with Spiderman with the mask where he is actually doing

superhero stuff, and all the others are just introducing Peter's life, his school and his tools. I actually

like the idea of teaching my son about Spiderman's identity, but if you are looking for some action

scenes, this is not your book.The only thing I did not like from this book is that it shows how

Spiderman is bullied at school (Page 11). I do not like the idea of showing to my son how Peter is

bullied and neither the teachers nor he do anything about it. What kind of message sends that

everybody lets the bullying happen, and then just go with "Peter does not care" (Page 12) and "At

home, no one makes fun of Peter" (Page 13)? We ended up cutting off Page 11/12 (so my book

now jumps from 10 to 13), and rewriting 13 to say that Aunt May is happy with how good Peter is in

studies.I still rate this 5 stars because it is a great value and my son loves it, but the writers should

have put a little more thought into the bully part!

My nephew is 2 1/2 years old. This is the only book that my sister can get him to sit down for. He

lets her read the whole thing and loves pointing out Peter Parker.

My 5 year old loves this book. There are a few difficult words for a beginner but most of the words in

the book are easy for her to sound out. I like that even though it is an easy book to read it still tells

the Spider-Man story. The neighborhood kindergarteners all come to my house to try to read this

book.



My son is 2 & 1/2, so I didn't buy this book to be a reading exercise, just a toddler level superhero

story. The book arrived earlier today, just before nap time, and he was very excited to hear a new

Spider-man story. Too bad Spider-man appears on less than half the pages. This is really a book

about Peter Parker with some Spider-man thrown in. Still, my son liked it, so I can't complain too

much. The illustrations are good and the short sentences would be good for a child learning to read.

We'll have to wait and see if he wants to hear it again.

It works out great because young boys and girls love Spider-Man. Therefore if it helps them to stay

reading throughout the summer I have achieved my goal.
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